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Overview
In today’s Enterprise and Data Center environments, Ethernet has become the interconnection medium of
choice for LANs and networking, while Fibre Channel (FC) has dominated on the storage front in storage
networking. While Ethernet has seen much success owed to the constant evolution and low cost of Ethernet
technologies along with massive investment in infrastructure and management, FC has seen incredible
success in the storage networking market due to its intrinsic nature of providing lossless traffic behavior and
wide acceptance from storage and adapter vendors. For Ethernet, 10 GbE is quickly becoming the standard
with 40 GbE following closely behind; FC has standardized on 8G with 16G slowly being considered within
the industry. Today, with Ethernet and FC both having achieved much success in their respective domains, a
need has arisen to simplify, consolidate, and make more efficient the Enterprise and Data Center networks of
the future.
Further, the fact that both Ethernet and FC have succeeded in their own separate
domains has resulted in the proliferation of different types of Peripheral
Component Interconnect Express cards (PCIe) for servers to handle different
types of traffic, separate cabling to handle Ethernet and FC, additional expense in
infrastructure for separate Ethernet and FC hardware, and more power and
cooling requirements.
Fortunately, with the evolution of technology and new protocols like Data Center Bridging (DCB), I/O
consolidation is enabling the converged networks of the future where Ethernet and FC traffic are able to use
the same physical infrastructure. In simple terms, I/O consolidation is the ability of a switch or a host adapter
to use the same physical infrastructure to carry different types of traffic with different traffic characteristics and
requirements.
10 GbE, the development and advancement of PCIe adapters, and the Data Center Bridging (DCB) protocol
have made converged networking possible. This unified approach to a converged environment is having
several positive effects in Enterprises and Data Centers:
1. Reduction in cabling and optics
2. Lower number of PCIe adapters needed in servers which allows for greater consolidation of servers
and denser blade chassis systems
3. Consolidation of switches
4. Less maintenance and points of failure
5. Cost savings in infrastructure hardware and power/cooling
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Typically on a standalone server, this consolidation of hardware can have the effect as shown below in Figure
1 where the adapter requirements are cut by 50%. An additional benefit is seen in a blade server chassis
where more servers can be consolidated in a smaller space due to the space saved by fewer PCIe adapter
requirements.

Four NICs/HBAs replaced with two CNAs
In Figure 2, the traditional LAN and SAN network is displayed. Note how the LAN network has its own
Ethernet switches and the SAN network has its own FC switches. The server connects to both the LAN and
SAN network. Also shown are two FC fabrics for high availability. With the advent of new technologies that
allow both network and storage traffic to run effectively on one network, this degree of separation is no longer
needed or practical.
As shown in Figure 3, I/O consolidation allows for a converged network where less hardware is needed and
both LAN and SAN traffic traverse the same physical infrastructure. The different types of traffic in this case
are LAN traffic which is typically lossy and storage traffic which is typically lossless. Not only is there
consolidation in devices and cabling but also a consolidation in PCI-e adapters required on the server to carry
different types of traffic. This is especially important in a blade server chassis since the saved space allows
for greater density in terms of server blades.

Traditional LAN and SAN network
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In Figure 3, Dell PowerEdge rack servers are being utilized and convergence is occurring at the ToR
converged switch. Although the network has been converged and hardware, cabling, maintenance, power,
and cooling requirements have been minimized, additional consolidation can still be done. To provide an extra
level of consolidation, Dell’s PowerEdge blade servers can be utilized with Dell’s MXL/IOA blade switches
with FC Flex IO Modules to provide the converged switch capability as shown in Figure 4. This solution
provides the additional benefit of infrastructure convergence where there is no longer a need for separate
rack servers with ToR switches providing the Ethernet-FC bridging, because the servers and blades are now
consolidated within the Dell M1000e chassis; convergence is now occurring within the chassis via Dell
MXL/IOA w/ FC Flex IOM. This level of consolidation has further eliminated an extra layer of cabling,
minimized power and cooling requirements, and simplified management.

Converged LAN/SAN Network/Infrastructure w/ FC Flex IO
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Convergence in the Data Center

Converged LAN/SAN Network/Infrastructure w/ FC Flex IO

FCoE
Since FC is the dominant storage protocol in the data center, Fibre Channel over Ethernet (FCoE) has
become the obvious choice for those looking to migrate to a converged network while keeping the back-end
FC SAN intact.

FC frame encapsulated within Ethernet
FCoE can be seen as just another upper-layer protocol on top of Ethernet as shown in Figure 6 below. FC
frames are encapsulated in Ethernet frames as shown in Figure 7. Since the maximum FC frame size is 2148
bytes and is larger than the maximum Ethernet payload size of 1500 bytes, ‘baby’ jumbo Ethernet frames
(2500 bytes) must be used for FCoE.
FCoE allows for I/O consolidation by transporting FC frames encapsulated within Ethernet frames. The
encapsulation layer is FCoE, and SCSI is mapped over FC. This results in only Ethernet NICs that support
FCoE to be needed on the server. Now Ethernet NICs and FC HBAs can be consolidated into one adapter
called a Converged Network Adapter (CNA). In Figure 5, the convergence occurs at the blade level where FC
is de-encapsulated from the FCoE packet and sent upstream to the FC SAN. The backend SAN remains
unchanged allowing for an easy transformation to a converged network via FCoE.
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FC Encapsulation in Ethernet
Upper-level protocols over
Ethernet

Convergence with FCoE using Dell FC Flex IOM
The Dell FC Flex IO module provides the additional functionality to a Dell MXL/IOA blade switch to enable it to
act as a NPIV Proxy Gateway (NPG) capable of bridging between Ethernet and FC. In NPG mode, the Dell
MXL/IOA w/ FC Flex IOM does not consume a fabric Domain ID or become part of the switched fabric but
instead simply acts as a gateway to the fabric by de-encapsulating FC packets from FCoE and forwarding the
frames to the existing backend FC SAN.

Thus, the Dell FC Flex IO Module, once installed in a MXL/IOA blade switch, allows for an easy transition to a
converged infrastructure and network via FCoE.
Up to 2 FC Flex IOMs can be inserted per MXL/IOA blade switch allowing for up to 32G of FC throughput per
module or 64G throughput per MXL/IOA. All ports support 2/4/8G FC and SFP+ optics. Further, Dell MXL/IOA
w/ FC Flex IOM provides flexibility in terms of other Flex IO Modules it can be paired with as shown in Figure
8 below.

Multiple Flex IOM combinations with FC Flex IOM
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For ease of deployment the Dell MXL/IOA will detect the FC Flex IOM and automatically set the Dell MXL/IOA
switch to NPG mode. FC Flex IOM takes the convergence from the ToR down to the blade level consolidating
infrastructure while still providing the benefits of network convergence and leveraging the backend FC SAN.
Figure 9 demonstrates the extra consolidation when moving from ToR convergence to convergence at the
blade.

Infrastructure and network convergence with Dell MXL/IOA blade via FC Flex IOM
Figure 9 below displays a topology of a non-converged network with blade servers. Note how blade switches
are needed both for the LAN and SAN. In the below topology, Dell MXL blade switches are employed in
Fabric A of the M1000e chassis and Brocade M5424 FC switches are employed in Fabric B. Not only is there
more blade switches required for the different networks, but there is also twice the number of adapters
needed on the servers to support both Ethernet and FC.
Once the FC Flex IOM is added to the Dell MXL blade switch to allow it to behave as a NPIV Proxy Gateway
as shown in Figure 10, the topology is greatly simplified with immediate benefit realized visually in terms of
hardware requirements.
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Non-converged network with Dell MXL and Brocade MS425

Converged network with Dell MXL w/FC Flex IOM
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Why Dell MXL/IOA with FC Flex IOM
Beyond allowing for network and infrastructure convergence, the Dell FC Flex IOM provides unique and clear
benefits when compared to options available from any other vendor. Below are some key take-aways of why
Dell MXL/IOA w/ FC Flex IOM is ahead of the competition in features and flexibility.
Provides network & infrastructure convergence at the blade level (bridges Ethernet and FC)
•

As shown above in comparing Figure 10 and Figure 11, unlike the Brocade M5424, Dell MXL/IOA w/
FC Flex IOM provides for convergence at the blade level splitting Ethernet and FC traffic at the
chassis edge.

Provides highest # of server facing ports
MXL/IOA w/ FC
Flex IOM

# of server
facing ports

32

Brocade
M5424 (nonconverged)

16

Brocade
M8428-K

16

HP VC Flex
Fabric
10/24

IBM Virtual
Fabric 10G+ QL
VF Extension
Module

16

16

Provides highest # of uplinks and the most flexibility

# of uplinks
and possible
combinations

MXL/IOA w/
FC Flex IOM

Brocade
M5424 (nonconverged)

Brocade
M8428-K

HP VC Flex
Fabric
10/24

IBM Virtual
Fabric 10G+ QL
VF Extension
Module

2x40GE
+8x8GFC

8x10GE
+4x8GFC

8x8GFC

8x10GE

Up to 10x10GE
Ext Module:
6x8GFC

OR
4x40GE
+4x8GFC

OR
2x40GE
+4x10GE
+4x8GFC

OR
2x40GE
+4x10Gbase-T
+ 4x8GFC
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OR
4x10GE +
4x8GFC

OR
6x10GE +
2x8GFC

- Provides flexibility in features/functionality required
-

If only layer 2 functionality is required, FC Flex IOM can be used with the Dell IOA blade switch to
provide Ethernet-FC bridging capability. In addition, the Dell IOA blade switch requires
Zero-touch configuration. Simply insert the blade switch into the Dell M1000e chassis and it
functions as a NPIV Proxy Gateway switch with the default configuration provided.

-

If additional layer 3 features/capabilities are desired at the blade level, the FC Flex IOM can also be
used with the Dell MXL blade switch to provide Ethernet-FC bridging capability.

- Flexible pricing options based on requirements

List Price
(includes
services)

MXL/IOA w/ FC
Flex IOM

Brocade
M5424 (nonconverged)

Brocade
M8428-K

HP VC Flex
Fabric
10/24

IBM Virtual
Fabric 10G+ QL
VF Extension
Module

MXL+ 1FC Flex:
$15,000

$9,999

$17,999

$18,499

$9,999 + $6,499

IOA + 1FC Flex:
$12,000

Conclusion
This whitepaper demonstrated and explained the movement from a traditional non-converged LAN/SAN
network to a converged LAN/SAN network with a consolidated infrastructure using the Dell FC Flex IOM
combined with the Dell MXL/IOA blade switch. This solution provides not only savings with network
convergence but also the additional savings of infrastructure convergence where there is no longer a need for
separate rack servers with ToR switches providing the Ethernet-FC bridging, because the servers and blades
are now consolidated within the Dell M1000e chassis.
In addition, the FC Flex IOM offers flexibility as it can be used with the Dell IOA blade switch for layer 2, zerotouch configuration functionality or with the Dell MXL blade switch for additional layer 3 features. The FC Flex
IOM can also be combined with other Flex IO Modules to provide increased flexibility for required uplinks.
Most importantly, this whitepaper concluded with comparisons with other vendor options available today and
clearly outlined why the Dell FC Flex IOM with Dell MXL/IOA provides a clear and unique advantage in both
features and flexibility. Converge and simplify your network and infrastructure today with the Dell MXL/IOA
blade switch w/ FC Flex IOM. See the Dell Networking FC Flex IOM deployment guides for both Brocade and
Cisco FC environments for detailed topology and configuration examples.
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